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Abstract
Thermal and nonthermal x-ray emission from the implosion of compact tungsten wire arrays,

driven by 5 MA from the Saturn accelerator, are measured and compared with LLNL Radiation-
Hydro-Code (RHC) and SNL Hydro-Code (HC) numerical models. Multiple implosions, due to
sequential compressions and expansions of the plasma, are inferred from the measured multiple x-
radiation bursts. Timing of the multiple implosions and the thermal x-ray spectra measured between
1 and 10 keV are consistent with the RHC simulations. The magnitude of the nonthermal x-ray
emission measured from 10 to 100 keV ranges from 0.02 to 0.08% of the total energy radiated and is
correlated with bright-spot emission along the z-axis, as observed in earlier Gamble-II single
exploding-wire experiments. The similarities of the measured nonthermal spectrum and bright-spot
emission with those measured at 0.8 MA on Gamble-II suggest a common production mechanism for
this process. A model of electron acceleration across magnetic fields in highly-collisional, high-

atomic-number plasmas is developed, which shows the existence of a critical electric field, EC,below

which strong nonthermal electron creation (and the associated nonthermal x rays) do not occur. HC
simulations show that significant nonthermal electrons are not expected in this experiment (as

observed) because the calculated electric fields are at least one to two orders-of-magnitude below EC.
These negative nonthemal results are confirmed by RHC simulations using a nonthermal model
based on a Fokker-Plank analysis. Lastly, the lower production efficiency and the larger, more
irregular pinch spots formed in this experiment relative to those measured on Gamble II suggest that
implosion geometries are not as efficient as single exploding-wire geometries for warm x-ray
production.
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X-ray Emission from a High=Atomic-
Nurnber z-Pinch Plasma Created From

Compact Wire Arrays

L Introduction

The generation of terawatt bursts of warm x rays (10 to 100 keV) are of interest for
the study of in-depth material effects induced by nuclear radiation. Pulsed power
brermstrahlung generators with MeV electron-endpoint energies that utilize thin, reflexing
converters have the potential of generating such bursts. However, the warm x-ray field is
simultaneously accompanied by hard x rays, which mask the effects produced by the lower-
energy photons.1 Accordingly, bremsstrahlung generators are generally used to study hard-
radialtion effects. At the other end of the spectrum, the plasma radiation source (PRS), a
high-atomic-number z-pinch formed from the radial implosion of an annular plasma,
provides an excellent source of intense keV-energy x rays. 2 These x rays are generated by
thermal processes when the imploding plasma stagnates on the axis of symmetry (z-axis),
and its radial kinetic energy is converted into internal energy and radiation. On existing PRS

drivers, of which Saturn is the highest-current example,3 the efficiency of thermal radiation
production drops rapidly for photon energies exceeding about 5 keV due to the low masses
required for high temperature and the growth of instabilities.2 The need for a practical,
intense radiation source in the 10- to 100-keV regime between existing PRS and
bremsstrahlung sources was thus the motivation for the present work.

In the 1970s, high-atomic-number z-discharge plasmas created by discharging 0.8
MA through single wires on the Gamble-II generator demonstrated matched-load behavior:
efficient conversion of coupled electrical energy into XUV radiation, about 10%-efficient
production of x-ray lines and continuum in the keV-regime?-7 and more importantly for the
pres{ent work, about 0.25%-efficient production of nonthermal, bremsstrahlung-like lines and
continuum in the 5- to 100-keV regime.8 Comparable performance was observed on the

similar Physics International Co. Owl-II generator.9 Experiments with wires of various
metals demonstrated an atomic-number scaling of Z2for the nonthermal radiation yield.

More recently, data from copper plasma annular implosions on Double Eagle at 3 MA and
Saturn at 9 MA suggested an 12current scaling for the nonthermal K-line radiation yield.l”
These scalings suggest yields of 5- to 100-keV photons well in excess of those expected from
the conventional PRS at high current and very-high Z, and motivated this Saturn experiment

F
to measure and model the x-radiation from tungsten z pinches at order-of-magnitude higher
culrrents than Gamble II.

?

The XUV and thermal keV x rays from the early experiments were in rough
agreement with ID (one dimensional) radiation hydrodynamic calculations,4 but nontherrnal-
electron flow was required to explain the warm radiation component. The nonthermal
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Gamble-II radiation required that about 1/3 of the discharge current be carried in a
monotonically-decreasing spectrum of 10- to 100-keV electrons. A variety of other pinch
plasmas also exhibit nonthermal x-ray emission.2’l ‘-’4 In all cases, the hard x-ray emission
appears to be associated with the formation of tight, x-ray-bright pinch spots. The dynamics
of such pinch spots has been widely recognized as a possible source of electric fields that can
accelerate electrons to the required nonthermal energies.4 In the Gamble-II experiments,

spots were observed to be strung along the pinch axis, each with dimensions of order 100 pm
(the resolution of the camera) or smaller, separated by diffuse flares of plasma with
dimensions of order 1 mm or larger. Each spot emitted 2- to 10-ns wide radiation pulses with
3 to 10 such spots emitting at the same time. Averaged over the discharge history, the pinch

spots emitted a major portion of the total thermal and nonthermal radiation.

Based on the Gamble-II observations, a nonlinear, 2D theory for pinch spot
formation driven by the radiation collapse of a sausage-unstable z-pinch was formulated.]s
This theory provided scaling laws for the generator loading of pinch spots and the associated
inductive electric fields produced by their dynamics. The results of this analysis together
with 1D and 2D numerical LLNL Radiation-Hydro-Code (RHC) ‘Gand SNL Hydro-Code
(HC)’7 simulations are used in what follows to interpret the measurements of the Saturn

experiment in comparison to those of Gamble II. The predicted electric fields from these
computations are combined with a model of the collisional, cross-field acceleration of
nonthermal electrons to establish if the pinch-spot environment can produce electron energies
consistent with x-ray observations. A crucial feature of the modeled cross-field acceleration
process is that collisional electron scattering occurs on a shorter time scale than collisional
energy loss in high-atomic-number plasmas. Scattering of electrons across the azimuthal
self-magnetic field therefore allows electrons to gain higher energies from the electric field
than would be experienced in hydrogenic plasmas. Even so, the maximum electric fields
predicted from the models and simulations do not produce electrons sufficiently energetic to
satisfy nonthermal radiation observations.

The guiding principles of the present experiment were then to:

1. configure the load to resemble the single-wire plasmas of Gamble-II experiments
producing maximum nonthermal yield,

2. maintain a low-inductance load geometry to couple efficiently to the Saturn pulse line,
and

3. satisfy predicted nonthermal scaling laws to maximize nonthermal production at high
current.

In order to achieve (2), a wire array was used instead of single wires. The radius of the wire
array was chosen such that implosions occurred early with respect to the time of nominal
peak current, enabling the wires to forma sausage-unstable z-pinch so that pinch spots could
be well established during the peak portion of the current pulse. For the masses suggested by
the assumed nonthermal scaling, a 4-mm-diameter, annular wire array was the lowest-
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inductance configuration that satisfied the timing requirement.
radius also insured that a compact pinch, as similar as possible
pinches, would form.

.

The small initial annulus
to the Gamble-II single-wire

& The compact-pinch, studied for the first time on Saturn, is different from the
conventional PRS and has a number of unique properties. Compared to PRS loads,2 the
Saturn compact pinch has an order-of-magnitude higher mass confined in a region of order-

?
of-:magnitude smaller radius and is therefore much denser and brighter. The higher density
ancl correspondingly lower temperature produce x-ray spectra similar to those of single-wire
discharges: most of the coupled electrical energy is radiated away below 1 keV. Also similar
to single-wire discharges are the appearance of pinch spots along the axis of symmetry of the
stagnated plasma and multiple radiation spikes in time. Both of these features are viewed as
results of stagnation occurring before the time of peak discharge current. Early pinch
formation provides time for instabilities to grow, and the multiple radiation spikes are
inferred to be manifestations of multiple “bounces, “ i.e. compressions and expansions, of the
plasma during the current pulse. Such bounces have been inferred previously in low-current
neon implosions18’19and seen more recently in Al-wire array implosions at high current.20
Thus, the pinch dynamics have a character between those of the PRS (bounce period>
current-pulse duration) and single-wire discharge (bounce period << current-pulse duration).4
13ecause of the unusual properties of the compact pinch, studying its dynamics is a secondary
objective of the present work.

The experimental arrangement and the data collected are discussed in Section II. In
this section, the data are compared with the numerical simulations, giving insight into the
characteristics measured and credibility to the simulations. The details of the modeling and
~irnulations important to the experiment are presented in section 111. There, insights into the

dynamics and thermal radiation characteristics provided by the simulations are discussed and
compared, demonstrating that the MHD (magnetohydrody namic) characteristics of the
measured plasma can be explained. The computations also provide predictions of the
(electric-field environment that are then compared with those required by nonthermal-
electron-production models. As previously mentioned, the magnitude of the observed
ncmthermal radiation is not explainable by this method. The 2-dimensional arguments used

to interpret the pinch-spot structure observed in the experiments are also discussed, along
with differences between the Saturn and Gamble-II experiments that may explain their
disparity in nonthermal yields. Section IV summarizes the major results.

Appendix I provides details about the fluorescent diagnostic used to measure the
nontherrnal component, while the other appendices provide details about the various
modeling efforts supporting the experiment. Specifically, Appendix 11describes the RHC
simulations. Appendix III describes the HC fluid computations. And Appendix IV presents
descriptions of a fluid model and particle-in-cell (PIC) computations for the production of
nonthermal electrons in collisional, high-atomic-number plasmas.
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Il. EXPERIMENT

A. Arrangement

1. Overview

The experimental arrangement, which uses current from the Saturn accelerator to
implode an annular array of wires on the z axis, is shown in Fig. 1. In Saturn, a Lucite
insulator stack at 1-m radius (Fig. 1A) separates the vacuum section from the water and oil
sections containing the Marx generator, intermediate store, and pulse forming lines. At the
stack, current is simultaneously fed into four parallel MITLs (magnetically-insulated
transmission lines). The current from each MITL is added in an 8-post-hole convolute (Fig.
lB) and injected into a radial feed that delivers the summed current to the imploding load
(Fig. lC). Outside the load region, diagnostics are positioned in three vacuum line-of-sights
at 35° with respect to the horizontal (Fig. 1D). Saturn is a low-impedance, low-inductance
accelerator. As such, its vacuum-water interface is prone to flashover due to the large
inductive voltage generated when the generator drives a high-inductance load such as a
single wire mounted on axis. 17 To avoid this limitation, the rapid implosion of compact wire
arrays was used in the present Saturn experiment instead of a single exploding wire on axis
(as in the Gamble-II experiments). In this arrangement, the initial inductance of the wire
array is kept low, preventing insulator flashover during the rise of the driving current pulse.
The load comprised a 4-mm-diameter annular array of 2-cm-long wires (typically 20 in
number) uniformly spaced in azimuth about the z axis (Fig. 1C). Eight current-return posts
surrounded the load, enabling the radiation generated by the imploded-wire array to pass
through and to be monitored.

2. Load

The parameter E/n represents a natural parameter to characterize conditions in the
plasma conducive to nonthermal electron production (see Sec. HIC), where E is the electric

field and n is the ion density. Across a pinch spot, E/n is proportional to I/~(m/ /), where I is
the total current flowing through the plasma load, z is the dynamic time scale for pinch-spot

collapse,15 and ti ~ is the mass per unit length of the load. The Iht scaling assumes that the
electric field is inductive in nature (concern about the inductive field assumption is discussed
in Sec. 111). The early Gamble-H data8 for tungsten wire loads suggested that the conditions
for maximizing nonthermal electron production and associated nonthermal radiation

corresponded to a I/(m/ / ) value of about 2 MA/(mg/cm). Assuming that for comparable
pinch sizes and current pulse durations on Gamble II and Saturn that ~ is also comparable,

then for Saturn conditions (1 >4 MA, 1 = 2 cm), this scaling suggested a mass in the
neighborhood of 4 mg. In the Saturn experiment, the mass of the tungsten loads used was
varied in factor-of-two steps from 1 to 16 mg. Additionally, the Gamble-II data showed a
strong Z dependence of the nonthermal radiation. This dependence was checked by
imploding 4-mg copper and aluminum arrays in addition to tungsten.
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Figure 1A. Saturn configuration showing location of the current diagnostics I~~Ac~,I~m, I~oA~
with respect to the insulator stack, MITLs, Adder, Feed, and Load sections.

Figure lB. Detail of Adder and Feed sections.
Figure lC. Detail of Load section showing position of compact cathode wire array with respect

to the eight anode current return posts.

Figure ID. Experimental arrangement showing location of the radiation diagnostics with respect
to the load section. PHC, PCD, and TRPHC refer to the time-integrated pinhole
camera, photoconducting diode, and time-resolved pinhole camera, respectively.
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The radius of the wire array was chosen such that implosions occurred early with
respect to the time of nominal peak current, enabling the wires to form a z-pinch and
permitting the sausage instability and associated pinch spots to be well established during the

peak portion of the current pulse. For the above range of masses suggested by the I/(rn//)

scaling, a 4-mm-diameter array satisfied the timing requirement. Additionally, the small
initial radius insured that a compact pinch, comparable to the Gamble-II single-wire pinches
would form even with modest implosion compression ratios. It is important to note that the
masses (radii) of these load configurations are higher (smaller) than those employed in
conventional imploded plasma radiation sources designed to efficiently excite thermal K-line
radiation.z

3. Current Diagnostics

Six B-dot monitors measured current in the lower MITL adjacent the insulator stack

(I ~1~~in Fig. 1A), and two B-dot monitors measured the total current in the radial feed

adj scent the load ( I~OA~in Fig. 1A and ID). The monitors were bench calibrated and

intercalibrated with piezoelectric stress gauges to an accuracy of 5 $ZO, using low-inductance
argon-gas-puff loads where current losses in the MITLs were negligible. The intercalibration
permitted the total current near the insulator stack to be inferred from the MITL monitors.

Comparison showed a significant current loss between the two monitoring positions
(Fig 2A). A SCREAMER model” of the current flow through the accelerator from the Marx
generator to the imploding load is in agreement with this observation (Fig 2A). In
SCREAMER, both MITL current Ioss and the effect of the increasing inductance of the
imploding load are included. Space-charge-limited MITL losses occur in SCREAMER when
the local cathode electric field exceeds 50 kV/cm and are turned off when the local magnetic
field exceeds the magnetic insulation criterion, that is, when an electron cyclotron radius
becomes smaller than the interelectrode gap. In SCREAMER, the z-pinch load is modeled as
a magnetically-driven, radially-imploding annulus, which compresses to a fixed radius of
1/1O&its initial value. The currents calculated after this model-transition time are therefore
only indicative of those actually flowing. The load B-dot monitors often flash near their peak
values, yielding measurements that are similarly unreliable after this time. Thus, the
disagreements between calculations and measurements shown in Fig. 2A at late times are not
meaningful. The monitors therefore provide only an estimate of the current flowing prior to
the first implosion providing that loses between the monitor and load are modest. For 4 mg

loads, I~Im = 6.OtO.3 MA and I~OA.= 4.8+().5 MA (where the uncertainties refer to the

RMS shot-to-shot variation), which bound the calculated value of 5.1 MA.

During the rise of the current pulse, voltages across the MITL gaps reach MV levels
and in particular, near the time of stagnation where the L-dot loading is high, high voltages
are developed in the region of the load (Fig. 2B). These high voltages combined with
electron current loss lead to the generation of hard bremsstrahlung x-radiation. This radiation
represents a significant background to load radiation detectors. The dashed line in Fig. 2C
shows this hard radiation background as measured by an open-ended cable and is compared

14
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Figure 2A. Comparison of measured currents at I~Im and l,O~. (Figure 1A) with that modeled

by SCREAMER for a 4-mg load.

Figure 2B. Comparison of voltages V~lT~and V~OA~calculated at I~Im in the MITL and across

the wire load (Figure lD) by SCREAMER, for a 4-mg load. Shown also is the input

voltage, VI~, used in the ZORK model of Figure 3 and discussed in Section 11.A.4.

Figure 2C. Comparison of the radiation induced background in a disconnected PCD cable with

that calculated by SCREAMER using the simulated current loss, 1~0~~,in the MITL

(Fig. 2A) and MITL voltage, V~I,, (Fig. 2B).

Figure 2D. Comparison of the measured current at the load, I.OA~,with that simulated by ZORK,

I~0~~,using VI~ of Figure 2B and the circuit model of Figure 3 for a 4-mg load.

Shown also is a graphical description that defines the experimental (73 -28=45 ns)
and theoretical (79 -28 = 51 ns) implosion time. Here PCD corresponds to the
photoconducting detector whose response is centered at 1.4 keV (Table I).
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with a SCREAMER prediction (solid line). The temporal characteristic of this background22

is expected to scale as the electron loss current 1~0~~times V~m. The background signal
observed during the rising portion of the injected current is in excellent agreement with this

expectation using SCREAMER to calculate 1~0~~and V~I~~,giving credibility to both the

current measurements and the associated SCREAMER simulations. Observed also in the
background measurements are smaller signals before and after the bremsstrahlung,
suggesting that additional current loss is occurring in other parts of the current path.
Bremsstrahlung pickup was minimized by adding shielding near the load, below the lower
MITL, around detectors, and by collimating to record only radiation coming directly from the
load (Fig. lD).

4. Equivalent Circuit Model

Measurements and SCREAMER analyses show that these Saturn experiments can be
described by the simpler equivalent circuit model of Fig. 3, which is easily implemented as
input to the RHC and HC modeling discussed later. Here the accelerator up to the insulator

stack is replaced by the voltage source VI~ shown in Fig. 2B in series with a l/6-Ohm

resistor and a 0.75-nH inductor. In the vacuum section, the four parallel MITLs and adder

(L, in Fig. 3) are equivalent to 6 nH, with the remaining radial feeds to the wire array adding

14.7 nH ( L~ and L1 in Fig. 3). Figure 2D shows that the load current IZO~~calculated with

this circuit model using the revised ZORK code17’23(which includes the motion of the load

assuming a slug implosion) is in reasonable agreement with that measured up to implosion
time. ZORK load modeling does not include internal plasma degrees of freedom and
therefore cannot model the load at later times. It is this circuit model up to the load region
that is used as input to the more complete RHC and HC load simulations discussed in Section
III. These models agree with the radius vs. time prediction of ZORK up to the implosion
time.17

The interval between the leading edge of the MITL current (which is well defined)
and the 1.4-keV radiation signal, as shown in Fig. 2D determines the experimental implosion
time. This implosion time as a function of the load mass (Fig. 4) is in agreement with ZORK
calculations for masses less than 8 mg. The agreement provides confirmation-that the bulk of
the measured load current is flowing through the load and gives additional credibility to the
circuit model. If the bulk of the measured load current were not flowing in the load, the
measured implosion times would be longer than those calculated for the full mass
participating in the implosion (see Sec. IHB).

5. Radiation Diagnostics

The temporal and spatial characteristics of the radiation were sampled by detectors
35° below the horizontal plane in vacuum lines of sight (Fig. lD). Because of this angle,
each diagnostic viewed 1.5 cm of the 2-cm plasma length. A nickel bolometer, filtered
diamond photoconducting detectors (PCDS)?4 and a filtered fluoresce array (FFA) (see
Appendix I) measured the radiation history in broad photon-energy bins ranging from Oto
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Figure 4. Comparison of measured implosion time with
as a function of the load mass.

)

that calculated by the ZORK model

-350 keV (Table 1). The bolometer was calibrated to an accuracy of 10% , the PCDS were
intercalibrated using the Brookhaven National Laboratory synchrotrons to an absolute
accuracy of 20% and to a relative accuracy of 5Y0, and the FFA calibration was established to
an absolute accuracy of 5090 with relative channel-to-channel accuracy of 30~0 using LLNL’s
High Energy X-ray Calibration facility. A fast-framing x-ray pinhole camera25 recorded the
spatial distribution of the radiation generated in two energy bands (1-4 and 4-10 keV) in five
3-ns time intervals with a 5-ns inner frame spacing. A KAP crystal spectrometer measured
the time-integrated x-ray spectrum over the range of 0.8 to 3 keV with 1-eV resolution.

Owing to the broad band response and the uncertainty in inferring the spectra with these
detectors, the uncertainty in extracting the measured radiation yield from a given PCD or
FFA is estimated to be a factor of two.
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Table I

List of radiatio~ diagnostics used and their associated sensitivity range. The
“center” and “limits” refer to the x-ray energies associated with the peak and
about 50?i0 of peak responses of the given detector to the measured spectrum of
Fig. 18. “Width” refers to the bin width of the x-ray energy used to convert the
energy measured in the given detector to units of J/keV. BOLO, PCD, FF, and
ROSS refer to nickel bolometer, filtered diamond photo conducting detector,
filtered fluoresce, and ROSS filter pair, respectively.

Sensitive Range

Diagnostic

BOLO
P(2D
P(2D
P(2D
ROSS
P(:*p
F]?**
F]?,*
F];
Ross

PCD

*

* $k

T
1-’1-

E3m

1.

Filter/Fluorescer

None
S-mm Be
8-mm Kapton
254-mm Kapton
25-mm Fe; 8 l-mm Ti
25-mm Ge
38-mm Cu/76-mm Cut
— / 76-mm Cut
51-mm Me/25-mm Me+”’
152-mm Au; l-mm Ag
1-mm Ag

Lower
Limit
keV

o
0.7
1.0
3.2
5
5

9.5
5

22
50

-90

Double valued
250.4-mm Mylar (vacuum window) prefilter
7.6-mm polypropylene post filter
105-mm polypropylene post filter

Temporal Structure

Center
keV

-0.4
1.0
1.4
4.5
6.1
6.2

11.5
-15*

29
65

140

Upper
Limit
keV

<1

1.6
2.1
6.6
7
9

14
23
36
80

-300

Width
keV

0.8
0.9
1.1
3.4
2.0
4.0
4.5
8

14
30

310

The temporal responses of the PCDS and FFA in various photon-energy bins for a typical
4-rng tungsten implosion (Shot 1864) are shown in Fig. 5. The radiation from the load is
superimposed on a background arising from high-energy bremsstrahlung picked up by the
monitors and associated cables. Figure 5J illustrates the shape of this background as mea-
sured using an open-ended cable in proximity to the high-energy detectors. The intensity of
the radiation shows a multiple-peak characteristic occurring simultaneously in all detectors,
as j.llustrated by the A, B, C peak regions shown in Fig. 5. The period between peaks grows
from about 10 ns to about 40 ns as the mass is increased from 1 to 8 mg (Figs. 6 and 7). The
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multiple-peak behavior is interpreted as a series of oscillations of plasma radius predicted by

RHC and HC simulations of the load dynamics (Fig. 6 and 7 and Sec. III). These and other
analyses2Gpredict that the plasma “bounces” back out to large radius following the initial
implosion and stagnation. Conversion of kinetic energy to thermal energy causes the kinetic
pressure to exceed the magnetic pressure at peak compression so that the plasma expands
against, and does work on, the magnetic field. As the plasma expands and cools, magnetic
pressure again exceeds the kinetic pressure and the plasma is recompressed. In contrast to
usual PRS loads, the high-mass tungsten pinches should be optically thicker, so that less of
the thermal energy that drives the bounce motion is radiated away. The process continues
until either the driving cunent pulse decays and the pinch disperses, or excess internal energy
is radiated away and an equilibrium pinch is established. In practice, other processes, such as
breakdown in the MITLs and the insulator stack following the initial implosion may speed
termination of the oscillations.

Observation of multiple peaks in imploding annular radiation sources is a unique
feature of the present experiment. Typical wire-array and gas-puff loads have larger initial
radius, lower mass, and implosion times occurring later in the current pulse in order to
maximize thermal excitation of K-line radiation.2 Under such conditions, the radial bounce
time (see Section III) is comparable to the current-pulse duration, and additional implosions
are unlikely. Additionally, the higher plasma temperatures of conventional plasma radiation
sources promote faster instability growth so that instabilities may disrupt the pinch on the
bounce time scale.

For 4-mg loads (Fig. 8), three to four oscillations are clearly observed in the radiation
traces with the period between the radiation bursts being in agreement with that seen in the
lD-RHC simulations (Figs. 5A and 7). The agreement with analysis of this measured
periodicity and that measured for different masses (Fig. 7) suggest that the current continues
to flow through the plasma following the first implosion (see Sec. IIIB). The time variation
of load inductance produced by the oscillating plasma radius should produce corresponding
oscillations in load current. This oscillation, if present, is not observed in the measured
currents (Fig. 2A) due to monitor flashover near the time of the first implosion where
inductive voltage drops (Fig. 2B) and electron losses become high.

2. Variation with Atomic Number

The radiation emitted by Al and Cu plasmas at 4 mg shows a similar oscillatory
pattern to that measured for W in all but the highest two energy channels (Fig. 9). Figure 10
summarizes the emission in various photon-energy bins as a function of atomic number for 4-
mg implosions. Total radiation results (divided by the 0.8-keV experimental bin width used
for the bolometer data [Table 1]) predicted by lD-RHC simulations are shown for
comparison. Emissions in the sub-keV regime for the three atomic number plasmas are
comparable because the bulk of the implosion energy (comparable for the three cases) is
expected to be efficiently radiated away at the low photon energy regime .27Emission of keV-
level photons is observed to be higher for aluminum. This behavior is also expected due to
thermal excitation of aluminum K-lines and associated recombination radiation. At the

.
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highest photon energies, much lower radiation yields are measured for Al and Cu loads,
suggesting that high-energy x rays arise from nonthermal processes for which the yield was
observedg to scale like Z2. In particular, no signal above background was measured for the Al
and Cu loads in the 65 and 140-keV channels. The values shown for these two channels
represent upper limits to that which could be observed were a signal to be present.

3. Variation with Mass

For all shots, the first implosion radiated the most power, but not in the highest
energy band. The varj ation of peak total x-ray power with implosion number is shown in
Fig. 11 averaged over the 4-mg W loads. The ratio of the peak total x-ray power at the first
implosion to that at the second implosion decreases with increasing mass (Fig. 12A). This
ratio is greater than unity for all masses, while that calculated by RHC is so only for the
lowest-mass implosions. For the hardest radiation channel, the peak power at the second
implosion is greater than at the first for all but the lowest mass tested (Fig. 12B).

The energy radliated in the various photon-energy bins as a function of mass is shown
in. Fig. 13. The trend of increased emission with decreasing mass is reflected by the lD-RHC
simulations, though the total predicted yields are substantially higher than those measured.
This discrepancy is consistent with the idealized nature of the simulations, producing larger
radial convergence over the full length of the pinch.

The observed decreased peak power and increased duration between radiation pulses
with increased mass (Fig. 6) is expected from simple arguments (see Sec. IHB). As the mass
increases, the implosion velocity decreases resulting in increased implosion times and lower
plasma temperatures at stagnation. Because the bounce time scales with the implosion time
and the implosion time increases with mass, longer durations between turn around in the
innplosion/explosion process and subsequently lower radiation rates are expected. The total
radiation yield, however, peaks near - 2 mg (Fig. 13). lD-RHC shows that this maximum
(1.5 mg in RHC [Fig. 13]) is the result of two competing factors. First, as the mass decreases
the number of compact, high-temperature implosions that generate the bulk of the radiation
increases. Second, however, at very low mass the increased frequency of the radial
oscillations combined with the limiting excursions of the oscillations (owing to the decreased

internal pressure generated for lower masses) leads to high load inductances with lower
driving current and reduced radiation output. Within the large shot-to-shot variation, the
yields measured in the higher-energy channels follow the trend measured for the total
ra~diation yield with mass (Fig. 13).

4. Spatial Structure

The fast-framing x-ray pinhole camera (FFC), which is sensitive to 1-to 4-keV x rays
was gated to capture five frames in two x-ray energy bins spanning a 20-ns interval after the
onset of the first implosion. These data show that near the time of the first implosion,
radiation emission in this 3-keV-wide channel is primarily from bright spots formed along the
z axis. This correlation is illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15 for the same 4-mg load. The
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appearance of the dominant bright spot shown in frame 4 of Fig. 14 correlates well with the
narrow radiation spike measured at 197 ns in the radiation detectors (Fig. 15). The data
frequently shows large-diameter radiation halos surrounding bright spots as shown in Frame
4 of Fig. 14. Such halos arise from hv > 30-keV x rays that are collimated by the 1.6-mm
diameter hole in the Al/Fe structure (TRPHC insert of Fig. lD) supporting the 76-yin-thick
Ta, 50-~m-diameter pinhole used for imaging the softer x rays (Fig. lD). The halos
demonstrate that the hard x rays are also generated near the spots. Following the first
implosion, bright spots are observed to occur with about 1-mm spatial frequency along the
discharge for all masses in the 1-to 8-mg range (Fig. 16). After the first implosion, the
number of spots appears diminished with time as shown in Fig. 17. The time range of the
FFC was not sufficient to observe bright spots arising from the latter implosions. The
spacing of bright spots is consistent with the growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) instability
during the initial radial-implosion process (see Sec. IIID).28

5. Spectrum

Within the shot-to-shot variation and systematic uncertainty, little time-integrated
spectral difference is measured over the mass range of 1 to 4 mg (Fig. 13). Figure 18 shows
a typical spectrum for a 4-mg load corresponding to the detector signals shown in Fig. 5. The
spectrum is extracted by iterating a trial spectrum together with the detector response
functions. Convergence occurred after one iteration. Each data point is located along the
abscissa corresponding to the location of the peak response of the associated detector. The
horizontal error corresponds to the FWHM of the detector response in the measured spectrum

(Table I). As mentioned earlier, the vertical error represents an estimate of the systematic
uncertainty arising from the broad energy response of the detectors. The 0.4 keV point
comes from the bolometer, the three points between 10 and 30 keV come from the FFA

diagnostic, and the remaining points come from the PCD detectors.

The spectrum shows a clear change in slope at about 10 keV, with the measurements
below and above 10 keV associated with thermal and nonthermal processes, respectively.
Over the range 1 to 10 keV, the thermal spectrum is well fit by

‘f34*07J and over the range 10 to 300 keV the nonthermal spectrum can beY = 4600( T:~)E ,

described by Y = 35(~~)E-(”4i0’5),where Y is in J/keV and E is the x-ray energy in keV. The

e-folding temperature associated with the thermal spectrum is about 1.3 keV. A detailed
measure of the time-integrated spectrum (Fig. 19) using the x-ray crystal spectrometer for a
l-mg load shows that between 0.9 and 1.9 keV, the spectrum is dominated by free-bound
continuum transitions, and the enhancement near 2.1 keV is due to Ni-like 3d-to-4f tungsten
transitions. The measured s~ope is consistent with that measured in the PCDS. The
discontinuity at 1.55 keV in Fig. 19 is due to absorption by the K-shell edge of the
aluminized KIMFOL filter used in the spectrometer. The presence of aluminum was not
completely corrected for in the film analysis.

In Fig. 20, the experimental fit of Fig. 18 is compared with a corresponding lD-RHC
spectrum, integrated in time over the duration of the current pulse. Over the thermal region
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The average number of bright spots measured for photon energies 1 to 4 keV in the
time-resolved camera as a function of time for the 4-mg tungsten load shots. Zero to
five ns time corresponds to the approximate time of peak power (first implosion).
The frame open-time is 2 ns with an inner frame time of 5 ns.
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Figure 19. Relative comparison of time integrated x-ray yield in the crystal spectrometer with
that measured in the PCDS for a 1-mg tungsten load. The plasma temperature asso-
ciated with the measured I/e folding length of the spectrometer data over the range
0.8 to 1.7 keV is 400 eV.
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0.2 to 12 keV, the RHC spectrum can be described by Y = 3200 E-(3”8N”2),which is in
agreement with that measured. The uncertainty reflects the variation calculated due to the
number of implosions included in the integration. The comparison of the measured spectrum
with the RHC results indicates that the measured points beyond 12 keV are associated with
nonthermal processes not accounted for in the simulations. Inclusion of nonthermal-electron
modeling in RHC simulations (Appendix II) shows increased x-ray production in the 1- to
10-keV region, but no significant increase above about 10 keV. The slope of the measured
spectrum over the 10- to 100-keV range is consist~~t with that measured in the Gamble-II
experiment, which can be described by Y = 136E (see Sec. IIIC and Fig. 26). This

similarity indicates similar nonthermal-electron spectra in the two experiments, thereby
suggesting a common production mechanism may be manifest. However, the Gamble-II
nonthermal yields were about three times that of the much higher-current Saturn experiments,
suggesting that the Saturn implosion geometry cannot produce nonthermal x rays as
efficiently as the single-wire Gamble-II discharges.
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A.

Ill. DISCUSSION

of the Compact Imploded Plasma
Source

Compared to conventional imploding PRS loads, the Saturn compact pinch has an
order-of-magnitude higher mass confined in a region of order-of-magnitude smaller diameter,
leading to average densities up to 3 orders-of-magnitude higher. The higher densities and
correspondingly lower temperatures produce thermal x-ray spectra (Figs. 10 and 18) similar
to those of high-atomic-number single-wire discharges; most of the coupled electrical energy
is radiated away in the below-1 -keV regime with a rapid fall-off above 1 keV. The compact
imploded PRS therefore represents a means of achieving the high soft x-ray brightness of
single-wire discharges on high-current, low-inductance pulsed-power drivers.

Also similar to single-wire discharges are the appearance of pinch spots along the axis
of symmetry of the stagnated plasma. In the Gamble-H experiments with very-high-atomic-
number wires, spots were observed to be strung along the pinch axis, each with diameters of
order 100 pm (the resolution of the camera) or smaller, separated by diffuse flares of plasma

with diameters of order 1 mm. Each spot emitted 2- to 10-ns-wide radiation pulses with 3 to
10 such spots emitting at the same time. Averaged over the discharge history, the pinch spots

emitted a major portion of the total thermal and nonthermal radiation.

Following the initial implosion, the Saturn sources form about 1 spot per mm of
length (Fig. 16), comparable in periodicity to Gamble H. The fast-framing-camera pinhole
images of Fig. 14 demonstrate that the distribution and number of spots vary on the
intcrframe time scale, in agreement with x-ray-streak-camera data from Gamble II. The
framing camera images show spots with diameters in the 200-to 400-pm range. Taking the
intrinsic camera resolution and that associated with the 50-~m pinhole into account, the

smaller pinch spots on Saturn have similar sizes to those on Gamble II.

The framing camera data show a general reduction in spot number with time
following the time of peak x-ray power (Fig. 17). In view of the multiple-bounce character
of the Saturn source, it is reasonable that this reduction represents the desolation of pinch
spots as the plasma expands following the first implosion. Time-resolved images from the
second implosion (frames 4 and 5 of Fig, 14) indicate a reduction in spot number compared
to the first implosion. Pinch-spot reduction on second or later implosions maybe due to the
accumulation of initially-imposed and instability-driven asymmetries, which prevent strong
radial convergence at some locations. Because pinch spots likely dominate the radiation
emlission, their reduction may help to explain the observed drop in thermal x-radiation with
implosion number (Figs. 11 and 12). The 1D-RHC predictions shown in these figures cannot
reproduce the reduction in radiated power with implosion number for radiation dominated by
pinch-spot emission and other higher-dimensional effects.
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In addition to similarities in thmxnal x-my chmacfmikt!iizs,b~.tween. single-wire and
compact-imploding plasmas, tlk: S@tmmexpmiimmt ami%rnedi kqymtam~ GmmM&I1 results
concerning pimch spots artd mmthcmrml mdkaticm. In both cases, ~l&om. of temporal and
spatial data demcmstxale tha~ x-ray emission in all spectral bins is dominated by that from
pinch spots. The appearance of hard radiation halos surrounding bright pinch-spot images
(two are seen in Fig. 14) confirm that the hardest nonthermal component is associated with
pinch spots. The same power-law fall-off of the Saturn ncmthermal spectrum with photon
energy as Gamble II is observed (Fig. 18 and associated discussion). The Gamble-11 mwrent-
to-mass scaling for maximum nonthermal emission has been confirmed [Fig. 13) using
masses much greater than those of conventional imploded Saturn loads. Finally, Saturn
experiments with compact aluminum and copper arrays confirm the strong atomic-number
dependence of nonthermal emission (Figs. 9 and 10). This dependence has not been
observed in conventional PRS experiments, which have been limited to midrange atomic
numbers in order to maximize thermal K- and L-line emission in the below- 10-keV range.2
These confirmations of Gamble-II results at higher Saturn currents demonstrate a common
nonthermal x-radiation production mechanism for the single-wire and compact-implosion
configurations.

One unique feature of the Saturn compact-imploded source is the apparent
“bouncing” of the plasma manifested by multiple radiation spikes occurring simultaneously
at all photon energies (Figs. 5, 9, and 15). The period between peaks grows from about 10 ns
to about 40 ns as the mass is increased from 1 to 8 mg (Fig. 7). Agreement of this bounce-
period variation with lD-RHC simulations suggests that the behavior is due to a series of
plasma-radius oscillations produced by a dynamic imbalance between kinetic and magnetic
pressures following the initial implosion (Sec. IIIB below). The process continues until
either the driving current pulse decays and the pinch disperses, or excess internal energy is
radiated away and an equilibrium pinch is established.

Observation of multiple implosions at high current had not been observed before the
present experiment for which the load is designed to implode early in the current pulse.
Conventional imploding PRS sources have implosion times occurring later in the current
pulse in order to maximize thermal x-ray excitation so that the radial bounce time is
comparable to the current-pulse duration, and the plasma disperses before recompression can
occur.2 Single-wire discharges are predicted to have bounce oscillations with much-shorter
periods than the current-pulse duration that quickly damp into an equilibrium discharge.4 The
bounce dynamic characteristics of the compact imploding PRS can therefore be considered as
between those of conventional-imploding and single-wire sources.

B. Orie-Dimensional Modeling of Compact PRS
Dynamics

A one-dimensional version of the RHC radiation hydrodynamic code” (Appendix II),
the hydrodynamic code HC (Appendix 111),17and associated simpler analyses have been used
to provide a basic understanding of the overall dynamic and radiation characteristics of the
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Saturn compact PRS. Examples of RHC comparisons with the experiment are shown in Figs.
5,7,8, 10-13, and 20.

1. Load Current Confirmation from Bounce Dynamics

As there were no operational monitors for the current flowing in the PRS, an
important aspect of the theory-experiment comparison is to confirm that current levels
mleasured in detectors upstream of the load are representative of those flowing in the
discharge. One such confirmation is provided by Fig. 4, where the measured implosion times
for various mass loads are compared to predictions of ZORK and the corresponding RHC
runs employing the ZORK circuit-model. In ZORK, the load is treated as a time-varying
inductance, composed of a thin, current-carrying annulus of mass that is imploded by self-
magnetic forces. This type of zero-dimensional modeling is commonly used to determine
implosion times and implosion kinetic energies of conventional annular PRS loads.27 It has
the benefit of being the simplest model with some predictive capability for implosion
dynamics. It has the drawback of neglecting all internal degrees of freedom (pressure,
temperature, etc.), so that the load dynamics cannot be followed after forms of energy other
than magnetic and kinetic become significant. For ZORK, the annulus radius is fixed at
l/lOm of the initial radius after imploding to that value. The corresponding RHC

computations17 predict implosion times nearly identical to ZORK because plasma
temperature and pressure play a negligible role prior to entering the bounce phase. Either
model supports the hypothesis that, except for the weakly radiating 16-mg loads, most of the
current measured upstream of the load must be flowing in the implosion, assuming that the
bulk of the plasma participates. If not, the measured implosion times would be substantially
greater than those predicted.

Because the load current inferred from upstream current monitors is close to linearly
rising for most of the implosion phase, the sensitivity of the implosion time ~ on load curre~t
can be estimated by considering the zero-dimensional analysis for a linearly-rising current.

For I(t) = It, this analysis yields

mR2 = 1.26x 10-312(~)~2 (1)

where m is the line mass in g/cm, R = 0.2 cm is the initial annular wire-array radius, I(t) is in

A,, and z is ins. Fitting a linear current rise to 110~~in Fig. 2D, 1= 1.2x1014 leads to ~ = 33M1’4
ns, where M(mg) = 2x 103m for a 2-cm load length. This result is close to the experimental
values and ZORK predictions shown in Fig. 4. Because Eq. (1) reproduces the variation of
implosion time with mass, it can also be used to predict that ~ cc 1/ I(T). Figure 4 shows that
the maximum deviation of implosion time from the ZORK prediction is less than 10% for
masses of 8 mg or less, implying a comparable maximum deviation of the load current from
the values calculated from upstream current monitors.

Corroboration of the assumed load current is also provided by comparison of the
observed bounce period with the RHC predictions shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The RHC
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computations use the ZORK circuit model and treat the initial wire-array configuration as an
annulus of radius 2 mm, thickness 80 ~m (arbitrarily chosen), and length 2 cm. Load-current
and radius time histories (displaying the motion of selected radial zones) for the case of a 4-

( mg load are shown in Figs. 21A and B. The agreement of bounce period with measurements
in Figs. 5, 7, and 8 is consistent with the current levels flowing in the experimental load as
exemplified by Fig. 21A.
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Figure 21. lD-RHC simulation of the (A) load current and (B) radial zones of the plasma load
as functions of time for a 4-mg tungsten load.
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The variation of bounce-period with experimental parameters can be understood
through arguments similar to those employed for Eq. (1). Consider a zero-dimensional
analysis applied to the implosion and subsequent bouncing of a load driven by a constant

current. For that case,2Gthe implosion time ~, is half of the value given in Eq. (1) when I(t) is

identified with the constant current 10. If the plasma experienced no radiation losses or

heating other than that provided by stagnation of kinetic energy, the sum of load kinetic,
internal, and magnetic energies would be conserved, and the load would repeatedly bounce
out to the initial radius and reimplode for the duration of the constant-current pulse. The

bounce period Az would then be 2 ~Cby symmetry. However, radiation losses during the

peak-compression phase rob the load of energy and the plasma rebounds to a smaller radius

RI. From the scaling of Eq. (1), the bounce period is then reduced by a factor ( RI/R ). If, as
Fig. 21A indicates, the implosion is assumed to occur during a linearly-increasing current,
and subsequent bounces occur during a period of roughly-constant current, the above
argument suggests:

mR~ = 126x 10’312(~)(A~)2 . (2)

Eqpation (2) is in good agreement with the experiment and RHC result for a 4-mg mass when

R, = 0.09 cm is chosen for the center of the peak-expansion radial spread shown in Fig. 21B.

The relative constancy of bounce period with bounce number shown in Fig. 8 follows
from Eq. (2) and Fig. 21B, where the rebound radius is nearly constant over three bounces.
Because the observed and predicted radiation losses are substantial for later bounces (Fig. 5),
constant rebound radius implies that resistive heating plays a significant role in the load
energetic during the bounce phase.

The data of Figs. 4 and 7 show that the ratio dAz decreases somewhat with mass
though the ratio from Eqs. (1) and (2) is constant. Qualitatively, this behavior can be
understood from the above arguments when the experimental current variation is considered.
For low masses and early implosion times, the current continues to increase after the first
implosion so that Az is decreased relative to z. For high masses and late implosion times, the
first bounce experiences the current decrease at the end of the driving pulse and AT is
increased relative to z. For any mass, the sensitivity of bounce period on current is the same
as, for the implosion time, so that agreement between calculation and experiment again
confirms 5-MA load-current levels.

Figure 10 compares the total measured radiation (labeled 0.4 keV for the bolometer
m~easurements) with RHC predictions for 4-mg loads of various atomic number. The total

yield is obtained from Fig. 10 by multiplying the J/keV values shown by 0.8 keV (the
assumed spectral width of the detector). It is not surprising that the total measured radiation
yields are comparable for the three atomic numbers because the bulk of the radiation is sub-
keV for which the high-density, few-hundred-eV plasma is optically thick. The plasma
energy can then be efficiently radiated away independent of atomic number.
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Zero-dimensional modeling can be used to establish approximate bounds on the

sensitivity of radiation emission on discharge current. For the constant-cument case

considered above, the implosion kinetic energy is given by K = I~AL/ 2, where

AL=2x10-9/ln(R /R,) (3)

is the change in inductance (Henries) experienced by a load of length 1 (cm) imploding to

stagnation radius R~. For a linearly-rising current pulse,27 K is decreased by about 20?i0 so

that

K(J) = 0.8x 10-912(z)lln(R / R,) (4)

For a 5.5-MA peak load current before implosion, 2-cm length, and a 10-to- 1 radial
compression consistent with the pinhole images, Eq. (4) predicts a kinetic energy of about
110 kJ in approximate agreement with ZORK. Without strong resistive heating, this
implosion energy represents the maximum energy that can be radiated away, so that the
measured yields from Fig. 10 (64 to 74 kJ) are energetically consistent with the assumed
discharge current. There are a number of reasons for the kinetic energy to overestimate the
radiation yield. For example, not all of the available energy can be radiated (there is residual
internal and kinetic energy at the end of the current pulse), and the observed asymmetries and
instabilities may disrupt plasma confinement, locally quenching the radiation. Indeed,
considering the spotty spatial nature of the source, it is surprising that the total radiated
energy fraction is as close to unity as it is. Such a large fraction suggests that higher
compressions than 10 may be achieved in the pinch spots, and that resistive heating may
provide additional heating in the highly-compressed regions.4>15i2G

The lD-RHC simulation results shown in Fig. 10 have x-ray yields varying from two-
to three-times the measured values. The high compressions attributed just above to the
experimental pinch spots occur over the full 2-cm length of the plasma in the 1-D simulations
(Fig. 21B), so that the predicted radiation yields exceed those observed. Note that the
predicted yields are comparable to the implosion energy calculated in Eq. (4) using the
unrealistic 100-to- 1 compression ratio of the 1D simulation. Despite the yield differences,
Fig. 20 shows that the predicted spectrum for 4-mg tungsten loads follows the shape of the
experimental thermal spectrum, indicating that calculated temperature distributions are
consistent with a 5-MA driving current.

2. Low-Mass Dynamics and Radiation

The experiment-RHC yield comparison in Fig. 13 shows that the yield discrepancy is
enhanced for low-mass loads. Figure 22 for a l-mg-tungsten RHC simulation illustrates that
the increased discrepancy is due to a change in load dynamics from a bounce mode to an
equilibrium pinch. For low masses, the rapid bounces observed and calculated by Eq. (2) are
predicted by RHC to decay as the kinetic energy is radiated away. This process appears for
low mass because a portion of the kinetic energy can be radiated away in a burst at each
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compression, so that a rapid sequence of compressions allows all of the kinetic energy to be
lost in a time shorter than the current-pulse duration. This radiative-decay of kinetic energy
has been predicted in 1-D simulations of single-wire loads.4

The slow change in radius occurring after decay of the radial oscillations results from
a balance between optically-thick radiation losses and resistive heating. Figure 22C shows
that the kinetic energy is radiated away after a few bounces, with the remaining large
radiation yield emitted continuously as the current pulse decreases in a manner consistent
with the resistive decay of inductive energy stored in the load. Though the peak radiated
power during this phase is much lower than that associated with conversion of kinetic energy

in the earlier radiation spikes, the total energy radiated is much higher because it is emitted
continuously over the current pulse.

As the equilibrium-pinch phase reflects both pressure and energy balance, the plasma
radius slowly expands against the decreasing magnetic field (Fig. 22B). This b~havior is
identical to that predicted for very-high-atomic-number, single-wire discharges and the
transition from a bounce to a resistive phase has been described by self-similar modeling of
imploded, radiation-dominated plasmas.2G Although this lD behavior is not observed in the

experiment, the resistive phase shown in the low-mass RHC calculations is of interest
because it has been proposed to explain the small size of pinch spots for which radiation
collapse terminates in such a state. 15

A simple model combining pressure and energy balance can be used to quantify the
behavior shown in Fig. 22. Consider a z-pinch plasma of temperature T(eV), ionization state
Z, outer radius a(cm), ion line density N = n-all.67x 10-24A,where A is the atomic weight, and
axial current I(A). The density and current density are uniformly distributed, and are given

by ni=N/na2, j= I/na2. Balancing the radial kinetic pressure against the magnetic

pressure at the plasma boundary results in the Bennett relation

(1 + Z)NT = 3X10912 .

For an optically-thick plasma, blackbody radiation
balanced by ohmic dissipation in the volume, so that

(5)

from the plasma surface is

2naoT4 =q12 /na2 ; q =lx10-2Z/T3’2 . (6)

Spitzer resistivity transverse to a strong magnetic field is assumed with lnA = 1 for the high-
densities of this problem. Eliminating temperature between Eqs. (5) and (6) leads to

7.2 X 10-21Z2N’ z 1/6
a=

13 ()R“
(7) .-,

The system of equations is closed by fitting Z(T) from an average-atom mode129for
tungsten to a power law in the 100-eV to 1-keV regime: Z = 7T02G. Then, as the current in
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Fig. 22A decays from 3 MA to 1,5 MA, Eq. (5) predicts T decreases from 550 eV to 175 eV

for a l-mg load. During this time, Eq. (7) is an excellent fit to the lowest radial zone plotted
in Fig. 22B, demonstrating that an optically-thick equilibrium model holds for the high-

density regime following radiative decay of kinetic energy. It is important to note that no
such equilibrium exists for optically-thin plasmas. In that case, the radiation losses and
ohmic heating have the same radius dependence, and energy balance can only be achieved at
a single value of current, well below 1-MA for high-atomic-number plasmas.2b Higher
currents in optically-thin plasmas produce rapid radiation collapse to smaller radii where
increased opacity permits energy balance.

3. Imploded Plasma Characterization

RHC results and Eq. (2) demonstrate that the bounce period depends on the rebound
radius, and that the rebound radius is reduced by dissipation of plasma energy through
radiation bursts at peak compression (Figs. 21 and 22, and Eq. (4)). It is then clear that
radiation modeling will effect predictions of bounce dynamics. Computations using the HC
hydrocode (Appendix III) have been used test the sensitivity of bounce period on radiation.
Although HC does not have the sophisticated atomic-physics and radiation-transport models
employed by RHC, its simplicity provides greater access to control of fundamental processes,
and allows one to perform computer experiments to probe the underlying physics of complex
problems.

Figure 23 shows how the bounce dynamics predicted by lD-HC varies with the
assumed radiation emission. The figure shows the motion of the center-of-mass radius for

various values of the coefficient CR in the equation

k = c~lp2 , (8)

where L(m) is the radiation mean-free-path and p(kg/m3) is the mass density. The assumed
radiation loss rate increases in proportion to CR at each bounce, so that larger CR values

produce rebounds with reduced plasma energy, rebound radius, and bounce period. For large
values of the coefficient, radiation losses dominate the energetic, the plasma goes into
radiation collapse following the first compression, and no bounces occur.

Figure 24 shows the variation of radius, current, and load voltage predicted by HC for

a 4-mg load using a radiation coefficient adjusted to provide a time between the first and
second implosions comparable to that observed in the experiment. The letter labels in Figure
24 correspond the times of the radial profiles shown in Figs. 25A -E. The first plot at each
time shows the mass density, temperature, magnetic field strength, and radial fluid velocity.
The second shows the current density, axial electric field, and the VXB(inductive)

contribution to the electric field. Note that because Ez is close to –v,B@, the inductive

contribution to the electric field dominates over the resistive contribution except near the
symmetry axis.
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The temperature rise at the inner radius in Fig. 25A reflects the compressive work
done on the plasma. The magnetic field has penetrated quickly because the temperature, and,
therefore, the conductivity are initially low. At time B, the inner radius of the plasma reaches
the origin, creating a spike in density and temperature as kinetic energy is thermalized. At
time C, just prior to peak compression, the largest velocity and electric-field values are
achieved. At time D, the plasma has stagnated at maximum compression as indicated by the
reduced velocity values of both signs. At time E, the velocity is positive throughout the
expanding plasma, and the current increases due to the reduced load inductance. Eventually,
expansion and radiation cooling lowers the plasma pressure sufficiently to allow a second
compression. The high peak values of density, magnetic-, and electric-field strengths result
from the 100-to- 1 radial compression allowed by a 1-dimensional treatment. Though
certainly not representative of the overall experimental load, such compressions may be
representative of the pinch spots.

The large inductive-electric fields predicted by HC at high compression can be simply

understood. The induced voltage drop across a plasma load of outer radius r(t) is given by

V=$(Ll) =l~=–2x10-91~1,
r

(9)

where the L I term, smaller than the L I term during the current dip, has been neglected. The

implosion velocity r can be estimated from Eq. (4) with R~ = r and K = mlrz /2,

demonstrating that r depends weakly on r. Thus, the induced electric field E = V/ 1 scales

inversely with radius. For Fig. 25C, I = 3 MA, and the peak value of r is -2.7x 107 crnJs at r =
0.003 cm. Substituting these values into the right-hand-side of Eq. (9) results in E = 54 MV/
cm, equal to the peak electric-field value in the figure. The data of Fig. 25 are used in the
next section to determine if the extreme plasma conditions predicted by HC can explain
nonthermal electron creation and production of the associated radiation. Of course, in 2D
calculations, the local electric field could become larger than this estimate because of smaller
length scales.

C. Modeling of Nonthermal Electron Production
from 1D Analyses

As in the present experiment, nonthermal x-ray spectra have been observed in various
high-atomic-number z-pinch plasmas, indicating that electrons with energies greatly in
excess of the plasma temperature are present.7’8>30-32The Gamble-II data obtained with single
tungsten wires is of particular interest because the observed 0.2590 x-ray efficiency for 5- to
100-keV photons required about 1/3 of the total discharge current to be in the form of
nonthermal electrons.8 The Gamble-II data also show a strong dependence of nonthermal
radiation on atomic-number; the results for aluminum, copper, and tungsten shown in F:- 9K
demonstrate an order-of-magnitude increase in nonthermal x-ray yield for each step up
atomic number. Although cold-target radiation emission scales with atomic number, a
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Nonthermal x-ray spectra for Gamble-II single-wire loads of aluminum, copper,
and tungsten, each 50 pm in diameter.

portion of the increase is due to the observed hardening of the spectrum. For each atomic
number, the continuum spectrum can be fit by bremsstrahlung emission from a power-law
electron-energy distribution f(K) - K-nwith n = 3.4, 1.7, and 0.85 for Al, Cu, and W,
respectively.s These data therefore demonstrate an increase of nonthermal-electron energy
with atomic number. The Saturn results shown in Figs. 9 and 10 are consistent with the
Gamble-II observations.

A widely-proposed mechanism for nonthermal electron production is acceleration in
th~einductive electric fields produced by localized radial collapse of plasma into pinch
spots .15’33’34One problem with this process is the presence of intense (megagauss) azimuthal
magnetic fields embedded in the plasma, which impede the motion of electrons along the
electric field. Appendix IV employs a fluid model for nonthermal electron flow in dense,
high-atomic-number plasmas35 to determine how collisions mediate energy gain in crossed
ellectric and magnetic fields. There, simple scaling laws derived from this model are shown
to be in good agreement with IPROP particle-in-cell simulations3b of the same plasma
environment.

In a hydrogenic plasma, an electron can gain energy from the electric field until its
collision frequency in the background plasma is reduced to below the electron cyclotron
frequency. Subsequently, it is constrained to move perpendicular to the electric field for a
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time comparable to that for collisional energy-loss to background electrons, and energy gain
slows. In the very high-atomic-number plasmas of interest here, the electron scattering

(momentum-transfer) frequency v, is of order Zv,, where v, is the rate associated with

collisional energy loss to low-energy plasma electrons. In that case, a large number of
scattering collisions along the electric field can occur in an energy-loss time and larger
energy gains are possible than in hydrogenic plasmas. This hypothesis is developed and
evaluated in Appendix IV as a mechanism for nonthermal electron production.

The results of the Appendix IV analyses can be summarized as follows. For electric

fields in excess of a critical field EC, electrons with initial energies in excess of a minimum

value KOwill gain energy from scattering collisions along the electric field until an

asymptotic value K~ is achieved. These quantities are defined by

EC(V/cm) = 3x10-5&1’2QC2’3f2,”3

&(eV) = 6E’’2L2JE

&(eV) = 6x10’’E2/8Q~

_ ~2/3n l/3~1/6,

i

- niZ312/E,

- ZE2fB2,

(lo)

(11)

(12)

and are related to basic plasma parameters on the right-hand side. In these equations,

e = l/(Z + 2), CICis the electron cyclotron frequency, and Q, is the elastic scattering

frequency for a 250-keV electron. The time required for the energy to approach K~ is of

order (1 - 10) f2~1 for final energies in the 10- to 100-keV range (Fig. 4 of Appendix IV).

For electric fields lower than ECor initial electron energies below KO,no energy gain above

thermal levels is predicted. When the magnetic field approaches zero, only Eq. (11),
essentially the Dreicer runaway condition,37 remains significant. As shown in Appendix IV,

this equation set is in good agreement with IPROP computations for electric fields

significantly in excess of EC. Equation (11) is in qualitative agreement with experimental

results since Kf - Z predicts spectral hardening with ionization level.

These relations can be used to estimate nontherrnal-electron-energy gain for the
experimental plasma parameters. For Saturn tungsten-load masses of 1 to 8 mg, the ion line
density is in the range 1018- 1019cm-], where the low end includes values for the Gamble-II

experiments. A range of ion densities ni =1020 -1021 cm-3 results for a uniform plasma within

the 0,05-cm-radius diffuse regions of both Saturn small-diameter-array and Gamble-II single-
wire discharges, resulting in Q, = 4x101° - 4X1011s-l for tungsten plasmas. The electron-

cyclotron-frequency range at this radius for Gamble-II and Saturn current levels is f2C=

5X1013- 2x1014. For this parameter range, Table II lists EC,E required to achieve K~ = 100

keV, and the initial required electron energy K. for energy gain at these electric-field values.
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Table II

Parameters for K~= 100 keV in 11.mgsten

c1, (s-l) 4xlo10 4X1011 4xlo’0 4X1011
QC(rad/s) 5X1013 5X1013 2X1014 2X1014
EC(MV/cm) 24 51 60 129
E (MV/cm) for Kf 104 104 414 414
K. (keV) 0.37 3.7 0.092 0.92

The table indicates that the electric fields required for a 100-keV class of nonthermal
electrons are in the 100 MV/cm regime. Thermal electrons with energies given by the last
row of the table can be accelerated out of the plasma background by this field. The time

scale for energy gain to the final energy for the specified Q, values are in the 10-11-to 10-lO-s

regime. Final electron energies less than 100 keV can be realized with electric fields

approaching EC. Reductions in ECcan be realized by lowering the plasma density, but Eq.

(10) shows that a density reduction by 103is required for an order-of-magnitude reduction in
the critical electric field. Though one can imagine such low densities in the regions outside
of pinch spots and between flares, the nanosecond time scale allowed for inductive-electric-
field creation by z-pinch implosion or pinch-spot collapse is then too short for energy gain to

K~. The electric-field values shown in the table therefore represent reasonable estimates of
those required by the load dynamics and average load densities..

The electric-field values shown in the left two columns of the table are at the top of

the range estimated for sausage-instability pinch-spot collapse15 at Gamble-II current levels.
The nonthermal analysis can therefore marginally explain nonthermal electron production by
strong 2-D processes in these high-atomic-number pinch plasmas. However, the values of E
shown in the two right columns of Table II are an order-of-magnitude higher than the largest
fields predicted in 1-D by the above HC simulations of Saturn implosions.

Quantitative comparisons of the electric fields produced in HC with those required for
ncmthermal-electron production are provided in Figs. 27 and 28. Figure 27 plots the ratio

P = E(r)/ EC(r) for the case and times shown in Fig. 25. The electric field is always smaller

than the critical field calculated from Eq. (10). Near the axis of symmetry, where the
magnetic field is small, Eq. (11) determines the ability to extract nonthermal electrons out of
the plasma background. The time variations of Fig. 28 show that the axial plasma
temperature is always much less than the required initial electron energy for nontherrnal
extraction. During times of strong compressional heating, the plasma is too dense, when it is
at lower density, the plasma is too cool. The disparity between temperature and required
initial energy is preserved as one moves off axis, indicating that failure to satisfy Eq. (11)
alone is sufficient to preclude nonthermal electron production with the electric fields
predicted by 1-D modeling.
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Though already insufficient for nonthermal electron production, the inductive electric
fields calculated by HC must be considered to be upper limits when applied to Eqs. (10) -

(12) for the following reason. The analysis of Appendix IV assumes that the scattering ion
background is stationary in the frame in which the electrons experience the electric field. As
indicated above, the major contribution to the field is the inductive VXBcomponent
associated with the plasma radial-mass-flow velocity. Because the ions move with this
velocity, the local electric field in the ion rest frame is that due to resistivity only. The
resistive portion of the electric field has been shown to be smaller than the inductive
cc)mponent away from the axis of symmetry (Fig. 25). The conclusion that the 1-D fields in
the Saturn experiment are insufficient for nonthermal-electron production is therefore
strengthened. The RHC computations described in Appendix II employ the above argument
by using only the resistive electric-field components to conclude that the 1-D fields are
insufficient for nonthermal production.

D. Two-Dimensional Effects

Irrespective of the analyses of Sec. IIIC, nonthermal radiation has been observed in

the Saturn compact-array experiments, and the Gamble-II single-wire results demonstrate
that such emission is associated with pinch-spot formation. It is therefore of interest to
speculate on how multidimensional effects can enhance nonthermal electron production.

Two-dimensional, r-z RHC simulations were carried out for the 4-mg Saturn loads to
supplement the ID results and examine the structure of the pinch.28 The computations finely
resolved a small axial section of the pinch, and followed its development through the first
compression to the start of the expansion phase. The primary results of these calculations are
the nonlinear growth of the instability into the familiar bubble and spike formations, and a
softening of the peak-compression phase caused by transport of magnetic flux to smaller
radii as the bubbles fall through the fluid. The implosion dynamics, radial profiles, and
predicted radiation characteristics are all similar to those of the lD-RHC calculations. The
dominant wavelength of the R-T instability, growing out of a 0.1 Yoinitial random density
disturbance, was comparable to the diffusion length of the magnetic field as predicted by
R.oderick and Hussey. 38 In the RHC simulations, growth of the R-T stopped as the plasma

began to expand while the sausage instability continued to grow.

At peak compression, the 2-D RHC calculations showed the development of dense,
warm regions along the axis of symmetry with axial extents and diameters of about 100 ~m

(lFig. 2 of Ref. 28). When the radiation distribution from these density and temperature
profiles was post-processed to produce a simulated pinhole image with the experimental
resolution (Fig. 5 of Ref. 28), the image was close to the axial size and relative brightness of
one of the smaller spots observed in the experiment (Fig. 4 of Ref. 28). Additionally, the
several-hundred-~m spacings for the larger R-T structures in Fig. 2 of Ref. 28 are consistent
with the smallest separations observed between pinch-spots in the Saturn loads (Fig. 14).

The 2-D RHC results are therefore consistent with the R-T instability providing a
perturbation for the development of pinch spots in the Saturn loads with subsequent energy-
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density concentration and coalescing of small spots provided by strong radiation processes
and the nonlinear growth of the sausage instability. 15 The sausage instability is required to

explain the larger, more intense spots observed, where the spot brightness relative to the
surrounding regions is 10 to 102 (Fig. 14). It is unlikely that the R-T instability plays a
dominant role in pinch-spot formation in the Gamble-II single-wire discharges, where
annular implosions are not present and relative intensities of order 104 or larger have been
observed.7

The observed 2-D pinch-spot structure allows larger electric fields to be generated
than suggested by the 1-D simulations. In one dimension, the electric field is limited by the
current that the generator can deliver to the load at peak compression. These simulations
show current dipping to the 3-MA level (Figs. 21A and 24) as the electric-field achieves
inductive electric fields of several- 10’s MV/cm (Fig. 25 and Eq. (9)). Because the strong L-
dot loading occurs over the full 2-cm load length, the Saturn circuit model cannot provide
sufficient voltage to sustain much larger electric fields. In two dimensions (and reality),
where instabilities limit large radial compressions to small axial regions, the high-impedance
and high-electric-field regions are limited to a small portion of the discharge length, and high
currents can be maintained throughout the pinch. This effect has been characterized by a
nonlinear, quasi-two-dimensional model for pinch-spot formation from the sausage
instability in which local radiation collapse terminates when resistive heating balances
optically-thick emission. 15 Results of this model indicate that inductive electric fields in the
100-MV/cm regime can be generated across the spots for discharges of interest. However,
the model does not treat the radial MHD motion in a self-consistent manner for compact
pinches, so that the 2-D electric fields derived from it are questionable.

In addition to nonthermal creation from 2-D instabilities, one can consider the
development of 3-D asymmetries and turbulence. Compact-wire arrays have inherent three-
dimensionaJ asymmetries because individual wire plasmas exhibit MHD instabilities before
merging into a single pinch. In such cases, electric fields can be generated parallel to the
magnetic field so that nonthermal electron creation depends only on satisfying a condition
similar to Eq. (11). This concept was crudely tested in 1-D RHC with the magnetic field set
equal to zero in the nonthermal calculations described in Appendix II. These calculations
showed that nonthermal electrons could be generated with modest electric fields in lower-
density regions of the plasma in accordance with Eq. (11).

In addition to 2D-MHD instabilities, one can invoke micro-turbulence to support the
existence of large inductive electric fields in lower-density regions of the plasma created by
pinch-spot formation. If substantial current flows at low density, such that the electron drift
speed exceeds its thermal velocity, two-stream turbulence can create high effective resistivity.
The magnetic field can penetrate such regions without sweeping in the mass, leaving behind
a stationary, resistive corona that can support electric fields induced by radial motion at
smaller radius.q9 This mechanism provides a means of creating regions favorable to
nonthermal-electron generation based on the analysis of Appendix IV, A similar mechanism,
driven by the lower-hybrid instability41 has recently been used in conjunction with RHC
computations to explain a sharp improvement in Saturn gas-puff implosion quality due to
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suppression of R-T modes by B-field-sheath thickening.41 Though not yet studied in this
context, stochastic electron-energy gain associated with micro-turbulence is a promising
nontherrnal-production mechanism.

E. Effects of Implosion Geometry on Nonthermal
Electron Production

Although roughly six-times more current flowed through the Saturn compact arrays
than through Gamble-II and Owl single-wire loads, comparable or lower nonthermal yields
were recorded. Because the scaling of Saturn nonthermal yield with atomic-number and the

tungsten spectra were similar to those observed with single wires, it is suggested that a
common pinch-spot mechanism was the source of the nonthermal radiation in both cases.
Thus, differences in pinch-spot formation between compact-imploding and single-wire loads
are likely responsible for the disparity in nonthermal-radiation efficiencies (nonthermal yield
divided by electrical energy delivered to the load).

Two major differences between the compact-imploding and single-wire geometries
lead to differences in pinch-spot formation. The first is associated with the instabilities and

azimuthal asymmetries that accompany the annuhu-implosion geometry. As indicated above,
wire arrays develop azimuthal asymmetries when individual wire plasmas go MHD unstable
before merging into a single pinch. Additional azimuthal asymmetries can be traced to the
return-current geometry, differences in current carried by each wire, or small errors in wire
location. These asymmetries create canonical angular momentum in the imploding array that
limits the radial convergence.42 A 10% initial azimuthal asymmetry in mass or current

density can result in a maximum radial compression ratio of 10 to 15, limiting pinch spots to
the observed range of 200-to 400-~m diameter for Saturn compact arrays. This mechanism
may be responsible for the weaker, larger-radius, and more-irregular pinch spots formed in
the Saturn loads as compared to those of Gamble-II single-wire tungsten loads. The growth
of R-T instabilities in the Saturn imploding-load geometry, not present in single-wire
discharges, can further limit radial convergence in pinch spots. The analyses and code
computations discussed in Sec. IIIB indicate that spot compactness is directly related to the
magnitude of induced electric fields and associated nonthermal radiation.

The second major difference between the compact-imploding and single-wire

geometries is the inferred radial bouncing of the Saturn loads from the time-dependent
oscillations in the x-ray output. This intrinsically lD behavior, suggested from simple
analysis and lD-code simulation in Sec. IIIB, persists through several bounces even though
tlhe plasma structure is seen to be dominated by 2D instabilities. Indeed, the high
compressions calculated in the lD simulations are interpreted to be representative of the
pinch spots, because the 2D calculations of spot formation in high-atomic-number pinches
show little axial mass flow. 15>25The larger flare structures between the spots are presumed to

be due to the instabilities, Imposing the bounce dynamics on pinch spots may disrupt their
clevelopment and limit their compression compared to those in single-wire discharges, where
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no such periodic radial motion occurs. Dynamically interrupted spot compression may be
responsible for further reduction of electric fields and the associated nonthermal radiation.

Although other differences such as driver impedance exist between the Gamble-II

single-wire and the Saturn compact-amay experiments, the two cited above that target the
ability of the loads to create intense-pinch-spot-dominated plasmas are likely sufficient to
explain the reduced nonthermal efficiency of the Saturn loads.
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IV. Summary

Compact tungsten wire arrays, which have been studied for the first time in this
experiment, exhibit multiple implosions as suggested by one-dimensional RHC and HC
simulations. Aside from the observed axial bright spots at the time of implosion, soft
radiation from these low-velocity implosions is well described in ID. Two-dimensional RHC

simulations show that the bright spots that are formed during the first implosion are due to
the growth of the R-T instability, which leads to a bubble and spike phase. The bubble
re,gions evolve into the bright spots, which corresponds to a region where the density and
temperature are enhanced over the surrounding plasma regions. Although the 2D simulations
were not run more than 5 ns past the time of the first implosion, the simulations indicate that
as the plasma expands, the R-T instability shuts off, and the sausage instability begins to
grow, which may lead to the subsequent, more intense bright spots seen later in time.
E~perimentally, a fraction of the evolved bright spots are observed to be the source of the
warm x rays as observed in the Gamble-II single-wire experiments.

The thermal x-ray spectra measured between about 1 and 10 keV are in agreement
with RHC simulations. Moreover, the implosion periodicities for various load masses
Calculated analytically and with RHC agree with those measured when the measured currents
upstream of the load are assumed to flow in the pinch. This agreement with experiment gives
credibility to the RHC radiation model.

Warm x rays from nonthermal processes are observed between 10 and 100 keV

corresponding to a yield and efficiency of 35~~ J and (O.04~:~ )%, respectively. The

similarity of the measured warm x-ray spectra and spatial structures to those measured at
lc~wercurrent on Gamble II suggest a common production mechanism for these processes.

The lower production efficiency and the larger, more irregular pinch spots formed in this
experiment relative to those measured on Gamble II, however, suggest that implosion
geometries are not as efficient as single exploding wire geometries for warm x-ray
production. These differences may arise from the instabilities, azimuthal asymmetries, and
irlferred radial bouncing that accompanies the annular implosion geometry.

Lastly, a model of electron acceleration across magnetic fields in a highly-collisional,
high-atomic-number plasma has been developed, which shows the existence of a critical
electric field below which strong nonthermal electron production does not occur. One-

dimensional HC simulations show that a significant nonthermal electron population is not
expected in this experiment because the calculated environmental electric fields are at least
one to two orders-of-magnitude below the critical electric field. These negative nonthermal
results are confirmed by RHC simulations using a nonthermal model based on a Fokker-
Plank analysis.
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Appendix I

Filter Fluoresce Spectrometer
*

In order to determine the spectrum of photons of energies greater than 10 keV, an
instrument that has good efficiency and a high degree of background rejection is needed.

*.. The use of heavily filtered detectors is complicated by the necessity of correcting for

backgrounds over a wide energy domain extending from about 10 keV up to hundreds of
ken. Generally, this implies that both the detector and the filter response be well
characterized over this entire interval. While predicting the energy response of a given filter
over this region presents no extreme difficulty, the determination of a given detector response
over such a large energy interval is a formidable task.

The filter fluoresce technique was developed to minimize these problems. This
technique relies on the well understood fluorescence of a given material over this energy
interval. Instead of exposing the detector directly to the radiation source, the detector views
a fluoresce, which is exposed to the filtered radiation of the source. The detector then
responds to fluorescence and whatever scattering occurs. The amplitude and spectrum of this
secondary radiation can be accurately predicted for any given incident spectrum and
combination of filters and fluoresces. By choosing the proper filter fluoresce pairs, the
response of a particular detector may be limited to a narrow band of energy. The primary

ad~antage of this technique is that this measurement requires that the detector be calibrated at

this single photon energy.

For this experiment, sixteen pairs of channels were designed to give contiguous non-
overlapping coverage from 10 keV to 100 keV with a sensitivity optimized to measure an
emission of about one kilojoule per energy band and a limit of detectability of about a joule
per channel. This sensitivity was accomplished by using a two-dimensional focusing
microchannel plate for the photon detector. This design not only allowed for all sixteen
chmnels to be integrated into one 20-cm by 12-cm by 12-cm instrument, but also allowed a
considerable variation in sensitivity by adjusting the microchannel plate (MCP) gain. Figure
Al shows the geometry of this instrument. Figure A2 details the post-MCP electron beam

focusing to increase the sensitivity of each channel.

!!

In the experiment, the z-pinch hard x-ray yield was several orders of magnitude lower
than anticipated, resulting in channel energies of a few joules instead of the anticipated
kilojoules—see Figure 18. Therefore, it was necessary to field modify the instrument to
increase its sensitivity by an order of magnitude. This increase was accomplished by
changing both the geometry and the width of the energy bands. The final configuration
consisted of four filter fluoresce channels arranged in pairs to cover from 10 to 20 keV and
frc]m 20 to 30 keV. The responses of these four channels are shown in Fig. A3.
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Figure Al. Drawing of the filter fluoresce as fielded. The incident beam is from the right and
is collimated by the collimator stack shown. The fluoresces are at 45 degrees to

both the incident beam and the detector. The filters are located both before the
fluoresce and after the fluoresce.
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Figure A3. Filter fluoresce response curves.

In each figure, the solid curve is the response of a filtered fluoresce; the dotted curve
has an additional filter to absorb the fluorescent radiation. This channel then, is a
measurement of the broad band high energy scattered radiation. Subtraction of these two
channels gives the channel response due to only fluorescent radiation where the detectors’
response has been well calibrated. Such a subtraction requires limited scattering, otherwise

the error propagation due to subtraction of two numbers of similar magnitude negates the
advantages of this technique. Upon analysis of the data, we discovered that the extended
knee, which appears in the unfiltered high-energy channel at a photon energy of about 2.5
keV when convolved with the steeply falling power law spectrum of Fig. 18, produced a
bimodal response peaked at energy of about 5 keV and 25 keV. This bimodal response
function was dependent in a nonlinear way upon the incident spectrum and made
interpretation of the data obtained with this channel difficult. For this reason, the channel
was ignored for most of the data analysis and does not appear in Table I or Fig. 18.

In Fig. 15 the agreement of the curve 5.5-9 keV FFA yield (Fig. 15F) —which was
obtained by a further modification to the filter arrangement—with the 5-9 keV PCD yield
(Fig. 15E) demonstrates the usefulness of this technique. It should be noted that these curves
were not normalized to each other in any way, yet, not only are the relative amplitudes
generally similar, but the absolute magnitudes are also in rough agreement, giving confidence
in the overall calibration of the detectors.

-?
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Appendix II

Radiation-Hydro Code

The code RHCl solves the equations

9

*

[)~+V7 V+ V(P+Q)=~,
p a

3 (a

)
—+V. V kTi+(Pi +Q)V. V+ V.qi=k(Te–~)~

7’lat ei

2?%-v.v)+V.qe =k(Te-T)~‘&e f’? +V. V) Te+pe(V-V)-P 3P (
‘~(at ei

= ‘(Ti - ‘e)’i

+qJ2 +4ncp~dv(xvUv –ev)
Tei o

-$Uvi-v. qv = cp(ev - Kvuv),

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where p, V, T., Ti , k, q, Kv, e,, and q, are the density, fluid velocity, electron
temperature, ion temperature, Boltzmann’s constant, resistivity, frequency-dependent opacity,
frequency-dependent emissivity, and frequency-dependent radiation energy flux in cgs units.

P is the total pressure (electron+ ion) and Q is the artificial viscosity. n.(il is the electron

(ion) particle density and “ei is the ion-electron relaxation time? The quantity G, is the

specific electron energy, qJ2 is the Joule heating term (magnetic diffusion), and the third term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) is the net energy transfer from the radiation field to the

electron. Thermo-electric terms have been dropped. The quantity e, is defined so that

d~cpev is the energy radiated per unit time per unit frequency from line emission,

recombination, and bremsstrahlung.

The electron and (ion) heat flux are given by

q
e(i) =

- K;(i) Vll(kT4i))- K:(i) Vi (kT’(i))

where K,l and KL are the conductivities parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field,

while the radiation flux is given by

(c/3)vuv

‘v ‘– max [pKv,zf 30WJvl/tJv)]

(5)

(6)

~rhere u, is the frequency-dependent radiation energy density and K, is the frequency

dependent opacity.
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The above equations are solved together with Maxwell’s equation

VxB=~n J,
c

16’
VXE=--— B,

c 13t

(7)

(8)

where E obeys the simple Ohm Law.

For the calculations reported here, a modified suprathermal electron package was
included in the computations. The suprathermal package models the production and
acceleration of suprathemal electrons across the azimuthal magnetic field by the electric
field generated to drive the axial current in the z-pinch. In the superthermal calculations, the
plasma is treated as highly collisional so the electron distribution function is represented by

the first two terms in a spherical harmonic expansion, f = f ~+ pf ~,where p = COS6,and (3is

the polar angle, i.e., the angle between the z-axis and the velocity vector. This approximation
is substituted into the Fokker-Planck equation for electron-ion collisions. The resultant
equation is averaged over the polar angle to obtain an equation for the time evolution of the
isotropic component of the electron distribution function:

af ~. e21ar2 ~ +52 afeJ afeo

1[
—=——— v T(v)

3#’v2av )-J
_—

at l+co&T2(v) av at e-e drag term:’

where coC~is the electron cyclotron frequency. The electric field in the ion rest frame, El, is

determined from the distribution function. The velocity dependent current density is jl (v).

The boundary condition that applies is that the radial current is zero.
the radial electric field required to maintain the zero radial current

This condition results in

4TCe2 v%(v)
af ‘0 [ El + Cocez(v)b q.

7 —. —_Jl(v)= 3 ~ q+&T2(v) ~v

Integrating this equation over velocity, we obtain the electric field perpendicular to the
magnetic field in terms of the current density perpendicular to the magnetic field:

where
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RHC3 was used to perform ID and 2D calculations of the tungsten wire implosion on
Saturn. The initial conditions correspond to various masses of tungsten, and selected
aluminum and copper masses, at an initial radius of r = 2 mm, annular width Ar = 80 mm,
and length 2 cm, driven by the Saturn accelerator,4 with a peak current -5-6 MA and a rise
time -70 ns. The external circuit in RHC solves for the current with voltage pattern (Fig.
2B), initial inductance, and resistance taken from experiment (Fig. 3). Equations (l)-(8) are

solved in both lD and 2D (r,z). We assume rotation symmetry about the z axis. The relevant
2D calculations are described in Ref. 5.
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Appendix Ill

8

*

.

Numerical Simulation of a Z-Pinch in Cylindrical
Coordinates with a MHD PIC Code

A particle-in-cell (PIC) MHD code with crude radiation transport HC is used to investigate the
one and two dimensional dynamics of the z-pinch. Particular attention is paid to sheath physics and
electron runaway. PIC codes are useful because of their sub-grid resolution and intuitive nature.

1. MIHD Equations

The governing MHD equational in MKS units are:

1P+Vopv = ()
at

()P$=– VP+E; +Jx B

aB
Z

= -VXE

VXB = ~J

T = T(e), p = p(p,e), K = K(p,e), o = G(p,e),

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

where p is the mass density, v is the velocity, B and E are the magnetic and electric fields, J is the
current density, e is the specific fluid internal energy (energy per unit mass), &is the specific
radiaticm energy density, p is the fluid pressure, T is the plasma temperature, K is the thermal
conductivity, o is the electrical conductivity, Z is the ionization state, and k is an average photon
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mean free path. prad is the radiative power production per unit volume. Viscosity and the additional

“Hall” terms in (5) are negligible for the parameter range of interest and are not included. p is the
free space permeability and c is the speed of light.

Let (3be the temperature in electron volts, O= T/l 1600. An ionized plasma ideal gas
approximation is used for the fluid pressure,

{1p = (1 +Z)nkT = (1 +Z(0))p8 ll~~k ~z
m

(9)

where mP is the proton mass. The heat conduction and resistivity are from Spitzer.2 The transport

coefficients become

5 5

-9 T2 2802 Joules
K(o) = 1.95X10 ~A =

Z(6)lnA seem K

3 3

2 92
a(e) = T mho

38ZlnA = 3.0x10-5 Z(e)lnA m

(lo)

(11)

Both are independent of density. The Coulomb logarithm, lnA, is taken to be one.

The photon mean free path, k, needed for the radiation diffusion, depends on the photon
energy as well as on temperature and density. The code does not use spectral information in its
treatment of radiation production and diffusion. The average mean free path used in the diffusion
equation (4) is approximated by

‘R
X=$-m.

P

(12)

For tungsten, CR =0. 1 is a reasonable approximation for photons in the range 1-100 ev. Its

temperature dependence is considerably weaker than that of the density for plasmas below about a
keV. This radiation production and transport model is clearly an empirical approach which does
not accurately reflect the physics. It does, however, give reasonably close agreement in one
dimensional runs with codes, such as PHC3, that do. The ionization state, Z(6), is given as a
function of temperature. The specific heat relates the internal energy to the temperature by

e((l) —— 9“6:107S(6N
--

(13)

where A is the atomic number. The continuum radiation power generation is
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P cent ()
= 5.4X1O”: ‘e~z(e)p(e)‘=s

m3

while that for line radiation is

P line
()

= 1.26x1023 ~ ‘e-~z(e)~(e) ‘= .
m3

(14)

(15)

Both are averaged over all photon energies. The functions Z, S, ~ and ~, are plotted in Fig. 1 and

are interpolated by the code from tabulation of coronal equilibrium calculations.4 These
functions are for optically thin plasmas, which do not interact with the background radiation
field.

To account for the presence of radiation energy density in the plasma in an ad hoc manner,
PCo~~and Plineare multiplied by a factor which is unity when there is no background radiation but

which vanishes when the radiation energy density equals the plasma energy density. The total
radiation power production is then

P
e–c

)( )rad = (Pline + ‘cent ~ “ (16)

The current is computed from a circuit equation containing a voltage source (Fig. 2B), external
resistance and inductance (Fig. 3), and plasma resistance and inductance. The plasma inductance

is obtained from the plasma radius. Its resistance is derived from the integrated J2/0 heating in
the plasma.

2. The Numerical Algorithm

The above set of equations are solved in cylindrical (z,r) coordinates using a fluid particle-
in-cell (PIC) technique in which the “particles” represent elements of fluid in that they mark its

location and carry its properties. 5 The grid is used to store ensemble averages of particle
quantities. Particle quantities will be labeled with “i”, while grid quantities will carry the labels
“L” and/or “M’, corresponding to the underlying spatial variables. The following quantities are
assigned to particles: mass, position, density, velocity, specific internal energy, specific radiation
energy, and magnetic field. These are denoted by

m(i), z(i), r(i), p(i), v(i), e(i), c(i), b(i)

The particle index, i, will be omitted when there is no danger of confusion. The magnetic field
has only an azimuthal component. Because kinematic information, two thermodynamic
quantities (p and e), and the radiation energy and magnetic field are carried by the particles, they
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contain all the information needed to characterize the current state of the system and predict its
dynamic behavior. The grid is simply an overlay that is redefined when needed as the plasma
moves. With all particle quantities known at a time step, the algorithm proceeds as follows. To
insure that the Courant stability condition is not violated, a time step is determined from the
maximum particle value of the combined sound-Alfven-fluid speed, New particle locations are
found~from the velocity in the usual manner.

The grid is constructed to be slightly larger than the fluid so that only a few vacuum cells
surround it. In general, for cylindrical coordinates only the radius need change as the plasma
contracts or expands. It is not necessary to change the underlying grid every time step, only when
the plasma conditions warrant it. The density on grid vertices is computed by summing the area
weighted mass in the surrounding four cells divided by the effective vertex volume:

~m(i)~(i, L, M)

p(L, M) = i
VO1(L, M) “

(17)

Here, i5(i,L,M) represents the hi-linear area-weighting factor used to apportion particle variables
to the grid. The volume in cylindrical coordinates it is 2m-(M)AzAr. Vertices at boundaries and
at the origin have smaller volumes. New particle densities, p(i), are then interpolated from the
grid by area weighting. Along with the density, grid velocity, specific energy, radiative energy,
and magnetic field are defined on the grid in such a manner as to conserve a particular quantity
were every particle to be given its interpolated value:

The fjrst of these conserves momentum, although it should be noted that radial momentum is not
necessarily conserved since, by symmetry, the total radial momentum for a concentric hoop is
always zero. The second two conserve internal and radiative energy, and the last conserves
magnetic flux, b x area.

3. Diffusion and Transport

Diffusion and transport are handled in two separate steps. (2), (3) and (4)-(7) can be written
in the form

(19)
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(20)

(21)

The advective part of these three equations is handled by the particles as follows:

(11
enew = eOl~–p —–—

)pnew pold ‘

That is, as the particles’ density and

1
&

[1

pnew 3 b= = ‘newpnew

–()

new _ _— (22)
‘old pold ‘ bold ‘oldpOld

radius change, these quantities are altered accordingly.
Notice that if the pressure is a function of e and p, as it is in a regular fluid, the internal energy
equation can also be integrated analytically. For a plasma, some of the internal energy goes into
ionization and has no effect on the pressure.

The diffusion part is handled separately by solving the partial differential equations.

de
Pm = V“KVT (23)

(24)

(25)

Notice that these contain the partial time derivative, the advective part of the total time derivative
having already been handled by the particle movement. These are solved iteratively in the plasma
with a successive over-relaxation algorithm as follows. For the internal energy, the normal
derivative vanishes at the plasma surface since energy is neither lost nor gained by this diffusion.
This is accomplished at the irregular, constantly changing surface by defining the specific energy
in the adjacent vacuum cells by

~e(L*, M*)p(L*, M*)
e(L, M) =

~P(L*> M*)
(26)

where * indicates the four points of a cross centered on (L,M). Where the denominator vanishes,
there is no need to define the energy since it does not influence the computation. Where it does
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not vanish, that is along the plasma border, the vacuum energy is the weighted average of
neighboring energies. In general, only one of these densities will be non-zero, giving the desired
zercl normal derivative. The radiation energy escapes at the plasma-vacuum boundary so it is set
equal to zero there. The magnetic field is @ / 2nr at the outer plasma boundary, and zero the inner
boundary, should there be one.

Even if there were no transport, the act of distributing the particle quantities to the grid and
then. returning them via area weighting would introduce numerical diffusion into the code. The
tramport equation (19), (20), and (21) are, therefore, used only to compute the time derivatives
of the respective quantities. Using the magnetic field for illustration, particle quantities are
updated by

b = bold +~(L, M)At , (27)

where the time derivative is interpolated to the particle location. By doing this, only the
incremental change, proportional to At, is communicated back to the particles. When this is zero,
no numerical diffusion occurs.

At each step some of the particle internal energy is converted into radiative energy:

$(e -E) = -f(e&&) .

The solution to this equation is approximated numerically by

2PAt—
pe

e – & = (eOld–&Old)e 9

(28)

(29)

where the old values are used in the exponent. This equation, together with

e + & = Cold + &old (30)

gives the new energies. If the particle radiative energy ever exceeds the internal, the code
transfers energy to equilibrate the two.

The GAPG numerical smoothing algorithm is used to handle shocks and control particle
scatter.
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Appendix IV

Nonthermal Electron Energy Gain Modeling

The starting point for this analysis is a set of relativistic electron fluid equations
appropriate for collision-dominated flows in high-atomic-number plasmas.1 Constant axial-
electric and azimuthal-magnetic fields are assumed in an unbounded, uniform, and stationary
plasma, and the variations of nonthermal-electron fluid velocity v and average nonthermal-

electron energy K are followed in time. In the nonrelativistic limit, ~ = v/c <C 1 and

r = K/mc2 cc 1, where c is the velocity of light, and m is the electron rest mass. These
nondimensional variables evolve according to

(1)

(2)

In these equations, !2, = 4nnir~c(ui + 2ct~) is a characteristic scattering frequency for mildly

relativistic (r = 0.5) electrons, rOis the classical electron radius, and a, and a, are the

collision contributions made by plasma ions and electrons. The ct values, calculated by
averaging over beam-electron scattering angles, are given by

(3)

In Eq. (3), Z~ is the atomic number, IZ is the ionization potential of the Z-times ionized

plasma, and k. is the plasma Debye length.

The quantity &in Eq. (2) is given by &= Uc/ (u, + 2u~). As a general rule-of-thumb

fclr dense, high-atomic-number plasmas, these quantities can be estimated froml

ai = Z2ZnA(K) and u. = ZlizA(K), where lnA is about 10 for low-energy beam electrons and

increases slowly with K. Using these approximate forms for ai and U. leads to &= l/(Z + 2).

For the tungsten plasmas of interest, these approximations lead to Q, =4x 10-’Onis-’, and

&= 1/40 using either Eq. (3) or the approximate forms. Note that the scattering frequency,
defined as

V, = ~, / (zr)’”
(4)
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by Eq. (1), is much greater than K2,. For electron energies characterized by plasma

temperatures in the 100-eV to 1-keV regime, v, is of order (104 - 105)C2S,which is larger

than f2C for z-pinch parameters of interest. The energy lose rate is defined by Eq. (2) as

ve = 21’2&~,/ (2r)3’2 = 21’2W = 21’2v,/ (Z+ 2) ,
s

(5)

so that electron scattering occurs on a faster time scale than energy loss in very -high-atomic-
number plasmas.

These different time scales for scattering and energy loss differentiate collision
processes in high-atomic number plasmas from those in hydrogenic plasmas and simplify
solution of Eqs. (1) and (2). For a cartesian coordinate system with E along z and B along y,
the equations can be written

[1

dbx Qc—.
(h

---p,=. ~x
(2r)3/2 f

where z = Ll, t and E= -eEZ/mc K2s. The equation for

the v~l time scale and need not be considered further.

(6)

(7)

(8)

p, shows exponential decay to zero on

Because of the rapid collisional relaxation of fluid velocity compared to that of

energy, d~ /dt approaches zero on the time scale over which 17varies. Following the decay of

initial transients, this quasistatic variation in ~ takes the form

so that the energy equation takes the form

()
–1

# 2(2r)3’2 + —
s 1

(2;)3” ‘

-[[) 1
–1

dr .fL S$ 2(2r)3’2 ++ -*.
d~ s

(9)

(lo)
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If allowed by initial conditions and the electric-field strength, the energy will
asymptotically approach a constant value given by dr/dt = O, or

(11)

‘Ile minimum electric field < that permits the energy to approach a constant, nonzero value

is determined from d E2/d17= O, with the result

[)
-213

[1

413

rc = 2$+
3E ~

; q=—
s

,213 Q .

s

(12)

Normalizing the energy and electric field to the Eq. (12) values puts Eq. (11) in the form

y2 = 2G 1
——
3 + 3G? (13)

where G = Nrc and Y = fl<.

Equation (13) is plotted in Fig. 1. Examination of Eq. (10) shows that a nonthermal-
electron fluid in a given electric field with initial average energy below the lower branch of

100

Electron energy
increases to curve.

(J) I

Figure 1

to zero. +

0.01
1

#

Y

Final electron energy as a function of electric field normalized so as to remove
density and magnetic field dependencies.
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the curve will lose energy due to the dominance of collisions with the plasma until it merges
with the background electron population. Electrons with energy between the two branches
will gain energy through scattering collisions along the electric field and asymptotically
approach the upper branch. Electrons with initial energy above the upper branch have
insufficient scattering collisions to cross the magnetic field before they loose energy, and
asymptotically approach the upper branch from above.

That the nonthermal-electron fluid evolution relaxes to the quasistatic behavior in a
time short compared to the energy-relaxation time is demonstrated in Figs. 2 and 3 where the

solutions of Eqs. (6) - (8) are compared with those of Eqs. (9) and (10) for ( QC / i2, ) = 1000,

Y = 2, initial energy r(0) = rC = 6.3x 10-~, ~X(0) = O, and ~Z(0) = (217C)112= 0.112, These

initial conditions correspond to the extreme case where all electrons move in the z-direction.
Figure 2 compares the early-time evolution of fluid velocity using the fully time-dependent
(TD) and the quasistatic (QS) models. Initial values are seen to relax to the QS variations in

a time 0.0 1!2;’, or about 4v~*for the average electron energy during this period. Figure 3

compares the corresponding variations in r over a somewhat longer period. Following the

short-term transient associated with initial conditions, the two models converge rapidly. The

— TD Radial Beta

-–- TD Axial Beta

---- QS Radial Beta

. . . . . QS Axial Beta

a

o.09- ;

‘1

~-— —— .
0--;:

—- .

I\!
!;

-o. 37 “
a .000 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.

‘t

Figure 2. Time variation of radial and axial electron fluid velocities comparing the full time-
dependent and quasistatic models. The case shown is for Y = 2, G(0) = 1, and”

(Qc /Q,)= 1000.
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Figure 3. Time variation of electron energy comparing the time-dependent and quasistatic
models for the conditions of Fig. 2.

time ~ = 0.2, at which the two models agree to a fraction of 1%, corresponds to about O.5v:l

for the average electron energy during the period. On the longer time scale over which the
energy asymptotes, the two models are indistinguishable.

The long-term quasistatic variation in energy is summarized in Fig. 4 for

( :C2C/ Cl. ) = 1000, Y = 2, and a variety of initial energies. For initial energy values below the

lc)wer branch of Fig. 2, the energy rapidly decays monotonically to zero. For initial energies
above the lower branch, the energy asymptotes to the upper branch on a time scale that
increases with initial energy. Thus, the behavior summarized by Fig. 1 is demonstrated and
Eqs. (12) and (13) are sufficient to characterize nonthermal-electron energy gain for cases of
interest.

IPROP Calculations

The 3-dimensional electromagnetic IPROP code2 has been modified to include a
Monte Carlo model of a highly-ionized, high-atomic-number plasma. Typically, the code
splits the plasma electron distribution into a thermal component (treated with fluid equations)
and a high-energy, nonthermal component (treated as macro-particles interacting with an
ambient ionized gas), To perform electron swarm calculations for the plasmas of interest
here, all electrons are treated as macroparticles. These macroparticles undergo both elastic
and inelastic collisions with plasma ions. Due to the large number of small-angle collisions,
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Figure 4. Quasistatic variation of electron energy with time for Y = 2, ( C2C/Q, ) = 1000, and

various initial energy values.

elastic scattering of electrons by plasma ions is separated into large-angle and small-angle
components. A Iarge-angle-scattering collision is treated as a single event with a probability
of unity for each time step. This is accomplished by choosing the cutoff angle such that the

integral of the Rutherford-scattering probability from that angle XCto n is unity. The

Rutherford differential cross section is then sampled to determine the scattering angle. For

~ < ZC, scattering is treated with the Rossi-Greisen multiple scattering formalism3 where

scattering angles from a Gaussian distribution have a I/e fall-off angle described in Hughes
and Godfrey.4 For a given electron traveling a distance <, the distribution function for
scattering angles z is given by,

(1
2

f(~,g) = ex –—
;2s ‘

where,

(14)

(15)

:
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and o is the Rutherford scattering cross section. The minimum scattering angle from the

‘1’h.omas-Fermi atomic model iss ~. = k / 2na where k is the deBroglie wavelength and a is
the atomic radius. The large and small scattering angles are added in quadrature and then

used to modify the electron velocity.

The electron energy loss rate used in IPROP calculations is determined from a simple

* electron-drag term similar to the right-hand-side of Eq. (2) with the electron momentum loss
due to slowing down taken parallel to the electron velocity. Because it is assumed that
energetic electrons interact with only cold electrons (either bound or free), this method of
incorporating energy loss is only accurate for the case where runaway electrons represent a
small fraction of the total.

The swarm simulations consist of pushing plasma electron velocities in the high-
atclmic-number plasma with embedded, crossed spatially and temporally uniform electric and
magnetic fields. The IPROP electro-magnetic field algorithm is not used so as to more
closely follow the above fluid calculations. Time steps are chosen to accurately model

electrons with energies down to O.lT~. In the results presented here, a background electron

temperature of 200 eV is chosen. The simulations are carried out with field quantities and

time normalized to V,O,the momentum-transfer frequency corresponding to a 300-eV

( 3kT, / 2) electron. Results presented here renormalize the these quantities to the forms

employed in the fluid analysis for easy comparison. Calculations for C2C/ C2, = 3730,

corresponding to a low-mass Saturn load, are discussed.

Figure 5 shows the initial, T. = 200 eV electron macroparticle distribution and the

corresponding evolved distributions for three electric field values given by Y = 1.5, 4.1, and
~.z$. The evolved distributions show zero-energy (withi~ the energy resolution of the code)

and high-energy, nonthermal components separated by an energy gap containing no
electrons. This behavior mimics Figs. 1 and 4 in that electrons with low initiaJ energies
qpickly loose energy to the background, while higher-initial-energy electrons with reduced
stopping power can gain energy by scattering along the electric field. The highest electron
energies scale with the electric field and are consistent with the corresponding fluid-model
values of 4, 33, and 177 keV from Eqs. (12) and (13).

In order to compare the time variation of IPROP results with the fluid model, the

ncmthermal-electron mean energy <K> is determined from the distribution functions f i(Ki, t)

exemplified by Fig. 5 using
. Im

(16)

The 100-eV lower limit is arbitrary and is chosen to eliminate contributions from the zero-
emergy group and count all contributions from the “nonthermal” group. The variations of

<:1{>with time are shown in Fig. 6 for C2C/~, = 3730 and Y = 1.1,3.0, and 6.8, where the

IPROP calculations are compared to the corresponding quasistatic solutions of Eq. (10) for
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Figure 5. The initial T, = 200 eV electron macroparticle distribution used in IPROP calculations

and the resulting evolved distributions for three electric field values.
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The variations of mean electron energy averaged over IPROP nonthermal

distributions with time for !i2C/ Cl, = 3730 and three electric field values.

Corresponding predictions from the time-dependent (TD) and quasistatic (QS) fluid
models are shown for comparison.
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late times and the time-dependent fluid solutions from Eqs. (6) - (8) at early times. For the

fluid models, an initial mean electron energy of 300 eV (3kT,/2) has been chosen for the two

larger electric field values. A higher initial energy was required for Y = 1.1 in order to
exceed the minimum energy specified by the lower root of Eq. (13). Good agreement
between IPROP and the fluid models is seen for the two larger electric field values. Lack of

agreement for the electric field close to ECcan be traced to sensitivity of this case on electron

energy distributions, since the evolved IPROP distributions are different from those assumed
to truncate the fluid-model moment equations.]

The above results give confidence that the fluid-model scaling summarized by Eqs.
(12) and (13) represents a reasonable predictor of crossed-field energy gain of electrons in
high-atomic-number z-pinch plasmas provided that the electric field is substantially above

IEC.Equation (13) shows that for Y 21.2, the lower and upper branches of the energy curve

are well represented by

[13 Q, 2’3Y2
r*=7T~ “

(17)

(18)

Electrons with initial energies greater than r, will be accelerated to a final energy r,.

Those with energies less than rl will decay in energy to the thermal background energy

Substituting numerical values into the definition of Eand using Eq. (12) for< leads to

EC(V / cm) = 323x10 -5#2@3Q:’3 , (19)

which, when substituted into Eq. (18), results in

r = 1.14x109E2(V/cm)
2 &: . (20)

Identifying K, with mc’rl and K, with mc’rz yields Eqs. (10) - (12) in Section III.
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